. Light-Driven Reversibility of Photoactivation Panel a) shows a F dark -F 446nm map generated from data sets collected on a dark adapted crystal and following exposure to saturating doses of 446nm light respectively. The crystal was then exposed to an equivalent dose of 490nm light, after which a third data set (F 490nm ) was collected. Panel b) shows the resulting F 446nm -F 490nm map. Finally, the crystal was again exposed to 446nm light, a data set was recorded and this data set was used to calculate the F 490nm -F 446nm map shown in panel c). Figure 3 The structure factors used for the generation of the map contoured in cyan were calculated from a structural model of the dark-adapted state, while the map contoured in red were calculated from a structural model containing the dark-adapted and lightactivated state in a 70/30 ratio. The thresholds of the maps were then adjusted so that the two maps "touch". These simulated maps show that the depletion effects observed in The only significant residual density is located next to the dark-adapted conformation of the thioester oxygen atom indicating that the pronounced asymmetry and anisotropy of the electron density observed around this atom in the dark-adapted state cannot be modeled efficiently by a single anisotropic atom.
